
In October 2020 we proudly presented D3G’s Pre-Symposium Online Workshop as a COVID-safe 
forerunner to the inaugural International Symposium on Molar Hypomineralisation and Chalky 
Teeth which unfortunately had to be postponed until 2021 because of the pandemic.  

In preparation for the D3 Symposium, the Workshop interactive webinar outlined D3G’s translational 
accomplishments and used this perspective to formulate key questions and identify global projects 
aimed at improving management of, and ultimately preventing, Molar Hypomineralisation and 
other types of chalky teeth. Aspects covered included population health, clinical management, 
research, education, and science translation through to improved policy and products.

This breakthrough event, which happened in the 100th 
year of chalky enamel research, centred on a draft D3 
Discussion Framework document intended to become a 
translational framework for the Symposium plus ensuing 
action plans and publications leading to social good (see 
event flyer).

An unprecedented cross-sector gathering of 35 
panellists from 16 countries – comprising science 
translators, career scientists, paediatric dentists, 
orthodontists, general dentists, public health 
dentists, hygienists & therapists, paediatricians, 
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industry directors, educationists and an international research funding manager –provided their 
perspectives on the 3 levels of “the Molar Hypomin problem” (i.e. clinical/population impacts, 
educational/training needs, research gaps). Additionally, leading D3ers provided contextual 
background and shared the latest about D3G’s research breakthrough, clinical, educational, and 
translational initiatives. 

A comprehensive Continuing Education (CE) pack is now available, offering up to 7 CE hours of 
study – this comprises three 2-hour videos with a time-indexed program sheet, enriched discussion 
(Q&A) records, the future-shaping D3 Discussion Framework document, and CE quizzes for each 
hour – to catch up on this ground-breaking event, use the REGISTER button below.
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What is the Molar Hypomin problem? 
see www.thed3group.org/what-is-molar-hypomin

What are Chalky Teeth? 
see www.thed3group.org/what-are-chalky-teeth

What is the Chalky Teeth Campaign?
see www.chalkyteeth.org

What is The D3 Group?  
see www.thed3group.org
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EVENT DETAILS

What:  3x 2-hour webinar sessions (6 hours total)

When: October 22 – 24 / 23 - 25, 2020 (depending on location)

Time:   5–7pm USA-EST (chosen for convenience to most 
                D3ers - sorry SE Asia & W-Aus! Find your times here)

Cost:   • AU$100 for D3G members, $150 otherwise
            • Half-price for lower-income countries
            • Possible sponsorship for low-income individuals

DISCUSSION FRAMEWORK DOCUMENT

• Blueprint for a D3 future (research, clinic, classroom...)
• Initial draft prepared by D3G founder, Mike Hubbard
• Currently being circulated to lead D3ers
• Then seek input from D3ers and other volunteers
• Shared with all registrants for pre-Workshop homework!

WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?

• Learn the latest from D3G’s unique cross-sector 
  constituency and earn 6 CE / CPD hours
• Hear perspectives you’d never thought about
• Help shape the future by contributing to the Discussion    
  Framework for future guidelines etc
• Empower yourself to help your networks and society by   
  spreading the D3 message

WEBINAR PROCESS (TBC)

• Moderator and facilitators to guide sessions
• Invited & volunteer panellists (IT restriction on numbers tbc)
• Unlimited audience connections with online Q&A
• Questions accepted before event
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THE D3 GROUP for Developmental Dental 
Defects proudly announces its inaugural

Pre-Symposium Workshop (online)

OCT 2020
At a screen near you

TORONTO, CANADA

Current plans for D3 online workshop
October 22 - 24 / 23 - 25, 2020

(depending on location)
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